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the game is too short and slightly repetitive for even the most hardcore 007 fan, though it does have a surprisingly high level of polish. the disappointing driving mechanics are a pain to deal with, and the script never lives
up to bond movies. the game is a relentless shooter, and 007 is very gun-centric. he rarely uses gadgets or vehicles to complete missions. goldeneyes driving missions are actually the best ones in the series, so the game is
still worth a play by bond fans. as i always say, when the only things youre allowed to shoot are people, i approve. the game has some of the best 007 chases in the series. whether youre jumping off helicopters or riding in a
vintage aston martin db5, its as exciting as youd expect a bond game to be. but its also a very frustrating game to control. the game has excellent shooting mechanics, but the controls are a little loose. in the end, the
frustration just outweighs the fun. with the world is not enough, the bond series finally hit its stride. the driving and gunplay are great, and there are some pretty amazing 007 levels. plus, the game shows off several of the
eon productions' talents, including production design, cinematography, and sound design. the driving and gunplay in the world is not enough are great, but the 007 levels are pretty underwhelming. the campaign is also a bit
too short, and the game is just a little too simple. the levels are decent, though. you can be a james bond in paris, scotland, london, and rome in the world is not enough, and that's all you really need.
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